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Rajaram's chief lieutenants, appears later on to have joined the
Moghuls. Parsoji Bhonsle was like the Dabhade carving out his
fortunes in Berar and Gondawana.    Both Khanderao Dabhade
and Parsoji Bhonsle, without sacrificing their independent careers.
strengthened the hands of Shahu by espousing his cause against
TarabaL Hayabatrao Nimbalkar, who had established himself in
Gangthadi,  was  more dubious   in  the  allegiance.   On   being
displaced from power soon after, he left Shahu's service, afid
joined the Nizam.   The  first  class leaders  were  thus   equally
divided between Shahu, Tarabai, and the service of the Nizam.
Among the second class men, Kanhoji Angre adhered to Tarabai's
cause and had made himself master of the Konkan.   The Thorats,
the Oiavans, and the Athavales were setting up independence for
themselves. The first two were especially troublesome at the time
when Shahu ascended his grandfather's throne at Satara.   They
plundered on all sides, and as if in defiance of all traditions, they
claimed their own dues of chowth and ghasdana in mockery of the
claims made by the central authority.   A Brahman freebooter who
had been titled as a Maharaja by the Moghul governor, established
himself at Khatao within twenty miles of Satara, and thus reduced
Shahu's dominions to the confines of his own capital and a few
hill-forts garrisoned by his own commandants.
This was the state of things which Shahu's advisers had to
face at the time of his accession to the throne. The marks of the
war which had been concluded with^such apparent success were
visibly plain in the general unrest and disorder which it left behind.
The power and the strength were  still  there,  but without  the
animating spirit of a common purpose which held them together
under the pressure of the war.   Shahu had passed the best years
of his life in confinement, and though latterly his confinement was
not onerous, he had contracted the easy habits of the Mahomedan
nobility among whom he had been brought up.   He could not be
expected to sympathize with the national hatred of the Moghuls
which characterized his father and grandfather, and he was content
<o make his peace if allowed to rank as a great noble of the Moghul
Empire.   He had personal bravery and many good qualities of
lead and heart, but the organizing genius and the close application
to work which alone could evolve order out of chaos had not been
inherited by him from his grandfather.   The Moghul governors
were still in possession of all but a few hill-forts in the Deccan,
and their armies, though discomfited, were still able to command
the fieldv   Shahu was not, under these circumstances, fitted by
nature or temperament, to devise a scheme of policy, and achieve
success by his own unaided efforts.   None of his commanders also

